At high magnetic field strengths (!3T), the radiofrequency wavelength used in MRI is of the same order of magnitude of (or smaller than) the typical sample size, making transmit magnetic field (B þ 1 ) inhomogeneities more prominent. Methods such as radiofrequency-shimming and transmit SENSE have been proposed to mitigate these undesirable effects. A prerequisite for such approaches is an accurate and rapid characterization of the B 
INTRODUCTION
At high magnetic field strengths (!3T), the radiofrequency (RF) wavelength used in MRI becomes smaller than the typical sample size, making transmit magnetic field (B þ 1 ) inhomogeneities more prominent. RF-shimming (1) and transmit SENSE (2, 3) or combinations of these methods (4) have been proposed to mitigate these B þ 1 variations. However, a prerequisite of such methods is to accurately map the B þ 1 field in short experimental times.
Several approaches had been developed in the past 20 years to determine the B þ 1 distribution. The technique of most straightforward implementation is the double-angle method (DAM), which calculates B þ 1 from the ratio of two images acquired by using flip angles a 1 and a 2 ¼ 2a 1 and a very long repetition time (5) . Another approach relies on a sequence made of three RF pulses (a, 2a, a) in order to generate both a spin echo and stimulated echo signal, which encode the transmit magnetic field information (6, 7) . Recently, a technique dubbed actual flip angle imaging has been introduced where two images are acquired after excitations with the same flip angle a but different repetition times TR 1 and TR 2 (8) . An appropriate choice of TR 1 and TR 2 removes the T 1 -sensitivity of ratio between the two signals, which therefore only depends on B þ 1 and TR 2 /TR 1 . Another method uses the 180 signal null to build a flip angle map (9) . An innovative approach consists in the measurement of B þ 1 from the phase of the MR signal (10, 11) . Recently, with the availability of higher magnetic fields (implying increased B þ 1 inhomogeneity) and multiple transmit channels, B þ 1 measurements have become increasingly important, and many new methodologies have been proposed (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) .
One of the main challenges for any B (19, 20) . When using localized arrays for transmission, in which case the RF field of each coil has to be mapped, the range of B þ 1 values is even greater (with regions distal to the coil having very low B þ 1 amplitudes). The impact of the local coils on the range of accuracy required when performing the B þ 1 -mapping can be somewhat reduced by using recently proposed interferometry techniques (18, 21) . This is achieved through the measurement of the B þ 1 field generated by a combination of coils rather than by one coil at a time. Such methods, as well as B þ 1 -shimming and transmit SENSE methods, require the B þ 1 -mapping technique to be sensitive to the phase of B þ 1 , which is not the case when using approaches that rely on the image phase to encode the B þ 1 amplitude (10, 11) , or techniques where the B þ 1 of one specific channel is measured with signal acquired by all channels (17) .
Often, the effect of T 1 relaxation and B þ 1 inhomogeneity on signal are intertwined, and some techniques effectively measure these two quantities simultaneously (12, 13, 18, 22) , which impacts on the signal to noise ratio 1 (SNR) efficiency of the method, or have to rely on very long repetition times to guarantee full longitudinal relaxation, at the cost of an increased measurement time. One approach proposed to overcome the need of prohibitively long repetition times in the DAM is to use saturation pulses (23) . Such an approach is difficult to implement at high fields, due to the high B þ 1 inhomogeneity. Furthermore, as the static magnetic field increases, the energy associated with a similar RF pulse increases quadratically with the reference frequency and hence specific absorption rate (SAR) considerations become increasingly important, effectively limiting the power of RF pulse amplitudes and slew rate of a given sequence or implying an increase of the repetition times used. Hence, a sequence for fast B þ 1 -mapping to be used at high static magnetic fields should be mostly based on low flip angle excitations. Given the large B þ 1 variations over the body it is important to be able to perform the mapping over the entire volume either via three-dimensional (3D) sampling or interleaved multislice. Multislice-based methods have the disadvantage that their precision can depend on the quality of the slice selection profile, which varies as large flip angles are applied.
In this article, we propose a novel scheme, saturationprepared with 2 rapid Gradient Echoes (SA2RAGE), which allows the 3D B 
METHODS
The proposed sequence SA2RAGE ( Fig. 1 ) can either be seen as a fast saturation recovery sequence with two different delay times, or as two images acquired in a turbo flash manner separated by a saturation pulse. The images acquired just after a saturation pulse and before the following one were named SA2RAGE 1 and SA2RAGE 2 , respectively. To reduce T 1 -sensitivity, the first delay time (TD 1 ) was minimized while the second (TD 2 ) was maximized, making the ratio between the two acquired signals SA2RAGE 1 /SA2RAGE 2 ¼ SA2RAGE ratio mostly dependent on the saturation pulse performance. The predicted steady-state SA2RAGE ratio for several B þ 1 values was numerically calculated by solving the Bloch equations (see Appendix 1). The observed signal was considered to arise from the point where the center of k-space was acquired (19) . Both the saturation pulse and the GRE acquisitions were gradient spoiled (see Fig. 1 ). Furthermore an RF spoiling with a 50 phase increment (24) , was used within each GRE block. A lookup table between SA2RAGE ratio and B þ 1 values was then established from the numerical calculations (cf. Fig. 2a ).
To guarantee a large range of accuracy on the B þ 1 estimation without compromising the total acquisition time simulations were performed to determine the optimum parameters of the SA2RAGE sequence.
FIG. 1. SA2RAGE sequence. A 90
RF saturation pulse is followed by two gradient echo blocks. The excitation pulses of low flip angles a 1 and a 2 within the gradient recalled echo (GRE) blocks are separated by a short repetition time TR flash . Each readout gradient is followed by a spoiling gradient. A strong crusher gradient is also applied in the second phase encoding direction (PE2) after the saturation pulse. During each block, all n PE1 phase encoding lines of the second dimension are acquired. The sequence is repeated n PE2 times in order to acquire all third dimension k-space planes. Each GRE block was RF spoiled so that the assumption of no transverse magnetization prior to the following excitation can be considered valid (see Appendix 2). The contrast-to-noise ratio per unit of time (CNR) of the estimated B þ 1;i in respect to a neighbouring B þ 1;iþ1 amplitude was defined as: 
½2
The first term, corresponding to the noise amplification due to the interpolation, was numerically calculated from the lookup table of SA2RAGE ratio as a function of the transmit field. The second term, corresponding to the noise propagation from the original images into SA2RA-GE ratio , is analytically calculated via error propagation theory. As the acquisition of each image was performed under the same conditions (acquisition bandwidth and resolution), their noise was assumed to be identical, i.e., s SA2RAGE1 ¼ s SA2RAGE2 ¼s. For each set of sequence parameters, CNR was computed for values of relative B For the sake of simplicity, s was set such that the value of CNR threshold corresponds to one (cf. Fig. 2b ), meaning that above this threshold a change of relative B þ 1 of 0.025 can be measured.
Given the widespread range of B þ 1 values found at high fields, simulations were performed with the aim to maximize the width of CNR curve over CNR threshold . To reduce the number of variables to evaluate, the following assumptions were made: (a) the number of excitations per GRE module (n PE1 ) was set to 64 and TR Flash to 2.9 ms; (b) TD 1 was kept at a minimum value (given the above mentioned settings of n PE1 and TR Flash ) of 101 ms; (c) T 1 ¼ 1.5 s was considered for all in vivo experiments (this value corresponds to the average T 1 in the brain). Concerning in vitro measurements, T 1 ¼ 0.8 s was used for the experiments conducted with an oil phantom whereas an average T 1 ¼ 1.5 s was considered when using an agar gel head phantom. The parameters varied were: (i) the repetition time TR SA2RAGE (from 1.5 to 3. , respectively).
The SA2RAGE sequence was subsequently improved in terms of T 1 -insensitivity by allowing the minimal value of TD 1 and n PE1 to be further reduced. The center of k-space can be acquired earlier when either partial Fourier or parallel imaging acceleration (GRAPPA) (25) is applied in the phase encoding direction (cf. Fig. 1 ) leading to the possibility to choose TD 1 significantly smaller than 101 ms. These modifications were evaluated via numerical simulations and in vivo measurements.
In vitro and in vivo scans were performed on a Siemens 7T parallel transmit (PTx) system (Siemens Healthcare, Germany) equipped with a custom-designed 8-channel transmit-receive array coil (Rapid Biomedical, Germany). The experimental protocol was approved by local ethics committee, and one healthy subject providing informed consent was scanned. For subject safety, simulations of the RF coil were performed and the worst case scenario (sum of in phase electric fields over the whole brain) implied that the maximum power delivered by each coil element was limited to 0.9 W/10 s and 0.3 W/6 min.
The SA2RAGE ratio signal (computed by division of the complex images SA2RAGE 1 and SA2RAGE 2 ) was acquired with the sequence parameters optimized above and using a matrix size of 64 Â 64 Â 16 and nominal resolution of 3 Â 3 Â 5 mm 3 . The GRE excitation pulses were slab-selective, while the saturation was a hard pulse. The specific sequence parameters used will be given throughout the results section. B þ 1 values were computed using a lookup table created as described in the Appendix 1 using the specific sequence parameters.
To demonstrate the linearity of the B and 120 , respectively, and the same variation of the reference voltage was performed. To ensure that the same region was selected for both the DAM and SA2RAGE methods, one EPI-60-degree image was coregistered to an SA2RAGE 2 image using FSL (26) . The obtained transition matrix was subsequently applied to all the B þ 1 maps calculated with the DAM method.
To be able to estimate the interference between B þ 1 maps of different coils, it is fundamental to know both magnitude and phase of B þ 1 . The phase of transmit field was assumed to be simply equal to that of the second SA2RAGE image, although it also includes B 0 field inhomogenities and reception B À 1 phase contributions, as these are the same for all the measured maps their contribution to the interference can be neglected. B , where u is the phase of SA2RAGE 2 and |B þ 1 | is calculated from the lookup table. To demonstrate the phase sensitivity of the SA2RAGE sequence, eight different modes were excited (transmission on all but one coil, using the same amplitude and phases as for the CP mode). Individual coil B 
RESULTS
The maps presented in Figure 3 show the variation of CNR width , as a function of two flip angles, TR and TD 2 . CNR width was defined as the width of the CNR curve above CNR threshold (cf. Fig. 2b ). The parameters that maximize CNR width were TD 2 ¼ 2.6 s and TR SA2RAGE ¼ 3.5 s. Given that CNR width is a slowly varying function, and that for the sought applications the speed of the methodology is a priority the parameters TD 2 ¼ 1.8 s and TR SA2RAGE ¼ 2.4 s were chosen and will be used afterward, because it provides a substantial improvement in terms of acquisition time at a low cost of the CNR width value.
The contrast-to-noise optimization thus led to the following optimal parameters for the SA2RAGE sequence: TR SA2RAGE /TD 1 /TD 2 ¼2.4 s/0.101 s/1.8 s; a 1 /a 2 ¼ 4 /11 . This protocol (defined as-protocol A-for future references) provided a large range of precision for the B þ 1 estimations (from 0.25 to 2.25 times the nominal flip angle, see Fig. 2b ). As TD 1 cannot be decreased indefinitely due to duration of the gradient echo train, the SA2RA-GE ratio depends not only on B The importance of using TD 1 as short as possible is illustrated in Figure 4b where significantly higher deviation curves are observed when TD 1 ¼ 200 ms is considered. The use of 6/8 partial Fourier encoding in the phase direction implies that the center of k-space was acquired after 16 steps instead of 32 (n PE1 ¼ 64) allowing a decrease of TD 1 to 56 ms (protocol B). A supplementary reduction of TD 1 was achieved with the additional use of GRAPPA (acceleration factor ¼ 2) in the same encoding direction making the minimum available TD 1 ¼ 39 ms (Protocol C). The impact of such changes on the sensitivity to T 1 variations is illustrated in Figure 4c and d, respectively. When using protocol C, the errors introduced in WM/GM/CSF B þ 1 were estimated to be smaller than 1.6% (Fig. 4d) for a wide range of B (Fig. 2b) . It should also be noted that in this regime, the SA2RAGE sequence outperformed the DAM both in terms of linearity and noise behavior. It is also noteworthy that the DAM, despite the usage of an EPI readout, took 2.5 times equations describing the interference between the different array elements can be resolved properly only with the knowledge of the phases of the B þ 1 maps before matrix inversion. Moreover, the interferometry approach to map individual coils clearly results in a lower noise level present in the coil profiles acquired with the SA2R-AGE method. Bottom row in Figure 7 shows the B þ 1 maps of the individual coils calculated using the interferometry method on a volunteer with the total acquisition time of $5 min without exceeding the SAR constraints mentioned in the methods section.
DISCUSSION
A new sequence to map the transmit magnetic field in a 3D manner was introduced in this work. Its short acquisition time and low SAR characteristics as well as its wide range of accuracy make it a valuable tool to quantitatively map the transmit field B þ 1 in vivo at high fields. It should be highlighted that the short acquisition times needed to obtain the B þ 1 maps in this work did not rely on EPI readout. Such readout, as used to accelerate the DAM, poses serious limitations in vivo because of its high sensitivity to physiological noise (due to the inherently longer TE), which will affect the precision of the calculated transmit field.
The limiting factor in terms of acquisition time of the current B þ 1 map calculation is the number of repetitions performed and used to encode the different slices. The lookup table created to estimate the B þ 1 field relies on the assumption that steady state is achieved (see Appendix 1); it is interesting to note that the B þ 1 estimation converges to that of the steady state extremely quickly. This observation was made via simulations considering the process of driving the magnetization from fully relaxed through various repetitions of the SA2RAGE sequence towards steady state. During the second repetition, the estimated B þ 1 field had a maximum deviation from the steady state estimation of 3% (at the third repetition, the maximum deviation was already under 0.4%). This observation implies that the SA2RAGE method could be used for 3D acquisitions with as few as 4 to 8 repetitions, which would bring the total time to acquire a 3D B þ 1 map down to 9.5 or 19 s, respectively. Another important assumption of the lookup table is that the signal of each image is fully described by the intensity of the echo corresponding to the central k-space plane. As the local B hence the intensity between the different k-space lines will change more rapidly, increasing the point spread function weighing in the phase encoding direction. This effect could be responsible for the deviation from the linear relation in the SA2RAGE sequence visible for high B þ 1 values (see Fig. 5a ). However, it should be noted that the deviation for high nominal B þ 1 values was smaller than the one observed with the DAM method. Reducing the number of excitations and the duration of the GRE block will mitigate possible consequences to the point spread function stemming from both saturation and T 1 relaxation. One last assumption of the SA2RAGE sequence is that the signal is ideally spoiled throughout the GRE readout periods. Deviations from ideal spoiling are expected to be observable at high B þ 1 values, with the effective flip angle of the second GRE block being as high as 22 (for a B þ 1 ¼ 2). The validity of this assumption is extensively evaluated and confirmed through simulations, calibration studies, and in vivo data acquisitions in Appendix 2.
As discussed in the introduction, many B þ 1 -mapping techniques are sensitive to the varying T 1 values found in different tissues and this dependence can be mitigated by either using long repetition times or designing the mapping method in such a way that both B þ 1 and T 1 values are measured. As shown in Figure 4a , c, and d, for the typical T 1 values found in the human brain, the optimal parameters make the estimate of the transmit field virtually insensitive to variations in the longitudinal relaxation times (<3 and <1.7%, respectively). With the insensitivity to T 1 achieved by using parallel imaging (Fig. 4d) , it is possible to state that this B þ 1 -mapping scheme could find applications also in the domain of abdominal imaging. Moreover, it is possible to further reduce the sensitivity to T 1 by decreasing the TD 1 time. Such a reduction could be achieved in several ways: either by reducing the number of phase encoding steps (by further parallel imaging acceleration or decreasing the resolution), or by increasing the number of phase-encoded lines per excitation (and hence reducing the number of time consuming slab-selective excitation pulses). In case the whole sensitive volume of the coil is to be acquired, the slab-selective pulses can be replaced by shorter hard pulses, which will also contribute to the reduction of TD 1 . One other approach to reduce the T 1 sensitivity of the SA2RAGE sequence, by reducing TD 1 , would be to use a centric phase encoding. Such an approach was not pursued due to the significantly increased blurring on the phase encoding direction when compared with that introduced by linear phase encoding (27, 28) . While the blurring might be rather benign at the center of the image (as the B þ 1 map is not expected to present fast spatial variations), at the edges, this effect would be more pronounced. Furthermore, the amount of blurring would be B 
CONCLUSIONS
The SA2RAGE sequence can be used to accurately and quantitatively map the B þ 1 field within a 3D volume in less than 30 s. The wide range of validity experimentally observed from B þ 1 ¼ 0.2 -2.0 should also be noted. The accuracy of the SA2RAGE and insensitivity to the range of T 1 values observed in the brain (<3%) is acceptable for most B þ 1 -mapping applications and was shown to be further improvable by using partial Fourier sampling schemes. SA2RAGE is thus a promising tool for fast and accurate B þ 1 -mapping, of particular interest for applications using multichannel transmission. In our current implementation it is possible to obtain B þ 1 maps online, making it an important tool during the scan setup process.
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APPENDIX A
The SA2RAGE sequence is characterized simply by three types of periods that affect the longitudinal magnetization in the following way:
(a) Longitudinal magnetization is saturated by means of an hard pulse, meaning that
(b) During the GRE blocks of n RF pulses with constant flip angles a, separated by an interval TR, the longitudinal magnetization evolves in the following way (29):
M z;nRF M z ð0Þ; T 1 ; n; TR; aB
where M z (0) is the longitudinal magnetization at the start of the RF free periods. (c) During the periods with no RF pulses, the longitudinal magnetization relaxes freely towards equilibrium following the conventional T 1 relaxation expression:
A full account of the signal resulting from the SA2R-AGE sequence has to take into account the steady state condition. This implies that the longitudinal magnetization before successive saturations, m z,ss , has to be the same. Between two successive saturations, the m z,ss , undergoes first one saturation (a), followed by recovery for a period TA (c), a first GRE block (b), a free recovery for a period TB (c), a second GRE block (b), and a final recovery for a period TC (c) by the end of which it should be back to its initial value. Mathematically, it is equivalent to solve the following composite equation: where TA, TB, and TC are the delays in between the saturation and the start of the first GRE block, between the two GRE blocks and from the end of the second GRE block to the saturation pulse, respectively. Solving this equation for m z,ss results in the following steady state:
where
, and EC ¼ exp(ÀTC/T 1 ).
Once the steady state condition is known, the signal for each of the images can be expressed as:
where n bef and n aft stand for the number of phase encoding steps before and after the k-space center is excited (in the case of full k-space coverage n bef ¼ n/2 À 1 and n aft ¼ n/2). From Eq. A6, it is clear that when combining the two different images to generate the SA2RAGE ratio image the dependence in M 0 , T 2 *, and Dv will disappear, whereas only B þ 1 and T 1 dependences will remain. The lookup tables from which B þ 1 values were subsequently computed were based on the ratio between SA2RAGE 1 and SA2-RAGE 2 as described in Eq. A6.
To understand the general trends of the SA2RAGE ratio to a first order, consider: the low flip angle regime (where sin(aB
The ratio between the two images will thus be simply given by amplitude is smaller or bigger than one, respectively.
APPENDIX B
Equations A1-A6 are valid only if the transverse magnetization before each excitation or saturation in the SA2R-AGE sequence can be neglected. This approximation can only be done if an efficient gradient and RF spoiling scheme is applied. In order to determine the most suitable scheme, simulations considering gradient spoiling after each excitation pulse (cf. Fig. 1 ) as well as RF spoiling were performed for the SA2RAGE sequence as described in Ref. 24 . Simulations were performed considering an average T 1 ¼ 1.5 s and an average T 2 ¼ 100 ms. It should be noted that this T 2 , in the context of brain imaging at 7T, is rather large (T 2 * values in white and grey matter vary from 18-33 ms (30)). Such a long T 2 was chosen so that an upper bound of the problem could be estimated. The magnetization (M x , M y , M z ) at the very beginning of the sequence was considered as being fully relaxed (
. The transverse magnetization was only ignored after the saturation pulse, which is followed by a strong crusher gradient (cf. Fig. 1 ) different from the crushers applied after each readout gradient. Within each GRE block, the effects of the excitation pulses of flip angles a 1 (and a 2 ) were taken into account via a matrix formalism simulating a rotation of the magnetization (M x , M y , M z ) by a flip angle B þ 1 Áa 1 (B þ 1 Áa 2 for the second GRE block) around an axis defined by the phase f of the RF spoiling scheme. This phase increases from the nth excitation pulse of the GRE block to the nth þ 1 according to (31) :
. T 1 and T 2 relaxations were also simulated between each excitation pulse. The spoiling gradient applied after each readout gradient was taken into account by considering a rotation of the magnetization vector around the z axis by an angle V. Note that V was varied from 4 to 360 in steps of 4 in order to simulate different isochromats. This SA2RAGE simulation was repeated for three TRs in order to reach the steady-state. At the end of the simulation, the sum over all isochromats was performed for each phase encoding step to obtain a macroscopic value for the magnetization. Two different methodologies were used to evaluate the optimum RF spoiling scheme. In the first methodology, the SA2RAGE ratio was calculated considering the k-space centre excitation for the simulated range of B þ 1 , and for each specific DF. The different lookup tables were then compared with the analytical one resulting from Eq. A1-A6. In the second methodology, the RF spoiling was evaluated by considering, for each RF spoiling phase increment, the sum over the simulated B 1 values and all the 64-phase encoding steps of the square difference between the simulated SA2RAGE 2 signal and the analytical expression. While the first methodology favours RF spoiling schemes that provide a good result at the kspace centre (although this might be dependent on the T 2 value and number of phase encoding steps), the second methodology favors a scheme with less fluctuations over all the phase encoding steps. These two metrics produce different patterns, see Figure B1 (a). For the first methodology, the ideal RF spoiling scheme was found to be DF ¼ 139. 8 , while the second methodology had an optimum RF spoiling phase increment of 137.5 . It should be noted that the RF phase spoiling patterns obtained with the second methodology are in close agreement with those of conventional GRE sequence (see Fig. 1 of Ref. 24) , the actual flip angle imaging sequence (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 32 ) and the steady state preparation (see Fig. 9 of Ref. 33) .
Three different RF spoiling increments were evaluated both from a theoretical, an experimental calibration and human applications perspective. The three evaluated RF spoiling phase increments were: 50 (the standard Siemens RF spoiling phase increment, originally suggested by Preibisch et al. (24) and used throughout the article); 139. 8 (to optimize the SA2RAGE ratio accuracy-Methodology 1) and 137. 5 (to optimize the stability of SA2RAGE 2 over the various phase encoding stepsMethodology 2). In terms of theoretical SA2RAGE ratio fidelity, Figure  B1 (b) shows the expected trend, with the RF spoiling phase with the best match being that obtained using Methodology 1, but with very satisfactory results being obtained using the two remaining phase increments (although very different results are observed in the absence of RF spoiling). It is also clear that, by reducing the amplitude of the flip angle used in the second readout from 11 to 6 , the importance to use an appropriate phase cycling is significantly reduced with all methods showing acceptable results. Figures B1(d-f) demonstrate that the fluctuations observed throughout the GRE train increase with the increase of the B þ 1 value (which increases the effective flip angle) and are minimized for a phase increment of 137. 5 as expected from the simulations [see Fig. B1(a) ]. Such fluctuations can be significantly reduced by selecting a protocol with smaller flip angles [see Fig. B1(g-i) ]. Note that these fluctuations are calculated considering a T 2 ¼ 100 ms, which is likely to represent a worst case scenario in the context of high field imaging. Figure B2 shows calibration curves obtained in a phantom experiment (identical to that described for Fig.  5 ) for the protocol with the large flip angle [a 2 ¼ 11 , Fig. B2(a) ] and for the protocol with small flip angle [a 2 ¼ 6 , Fig. B2(b) ] using the three evaluated RF spoiling phase increments. No significant differences are observable between the various RF spoiling methodologies. Nevertheless, it should be noted that the differences observed for high reference voltages (and hence B phase increment. Furthermore, using the SA2RAGE sequence with a 2 ¼ 6 implies a shortening of the range over which B þ 1 can be accurately measured [more than 20% loss in CNR width if a 2 is reduced from 11 to 6 as can be seen in Fig. 3b and from the earlier deviation from linearity in Fig. B2 (b) than in Fig. B2(a) ]. This appendix demonstrates both the importance of using an appropriate RF spoiling to obtain accurate B þ 1 values, but also that a large number of possible choices exist that have a small impact on the outcome of the measured B þ 1 . It should be noted that the three spoiling options evaluated are close to optimal in both evaluated metrics.
